IMPORTANCE HIGH. TAKE TIME TO READ. THE FUTURE DEPENDS ON ALL OF US
INCLUDING YOU.
12 May 2022
IMPORTANCE HIGH. TAKE TIME TO READ. THE FUTURE DEPENDS ON THE ISSUES
ADDRESSED IN HERE.
The current Russia-Ukraine war/special military operation has highlighted gross serious
shortfalls in the current international system. There is no one out there to stop wars or
intervene or be involved in conflict resolutions whatsoever.
A sad reality and a pointer to the dysfunctionality of the current system.
Hence our presence.
We are Tomorrow's World Order, the new global leaders to stop wars once and for all by
putting a new system of global governance, law, and order. A system that will fade out
weapons and global financial problems. The real reasons behind all wars. We are
officially registered in the United Kingdom but we don't represent anyone nor do we
stand for the United Kingdom.
We stand for all humanity. We are global and not restricted to the United Kingdom.
We believe that the death of a woman or child due to wars is an attack on all of us.
It is a challenge as the risks of an all-out nuclear war increase as tensions grow due to
NATO's expansion and other problems posed by Russia.
Tensions have been at an all-time high as threats of nuclear war increase.
We can't leave things to chance. We don't want another Hiroshima.

>What can be solutions for the West can't be solutions for the whole world. We have
precedence of wrong judgments and to some extent criminal activities in the Hiroshima
bombings, Iraq war, Afghanistan war etc.
>What can be solutions for Russia can't be solutions for the world. The current
war/special military operation is evidence to that.
>What can be solutions for NATO can't be solutions for the whole world. NATO's
expansion and recruitment drive that tends to attract Ukraine, Sweden and Finland
among others is probably the trigger of this war and wars to come or all future tensions
as long as Russia will feel that NATO is too close for comfort etc.
What can be solutions for the East can't be solutions for the whole world. Wars with
other eastern-countries is proof of all this.
.
BUT whatever are solutions for Tomorrow's World Order [TWO] are solutions for the
whole world.
We will put things in place to make sure that there will never be a nuclear war or the use
of nuclear weapons in our time and ever again.
It is a challenge but a challenge worth fighting for.
A journey we must all undertake as a people.
We are mainly concerned with acts and tensions that pose a risk to the existence of
humanity. Conflicts where the potential use of weapons of mass destruction is high,
either nuclear weapons or the technologically induced-concealed digital pathogens.
We know that NATO arose to deal with the threat posed by the Soviet Union now Russia.
Without Russia, NATO will cease to exist or will lose its meaning of existence.
As NATO expands to match the threat posed by Russia this can only make Russia
increase its nuclear arsenal and the need to defend borders will mean forever conflicts
especially with Finland and Sweden considering joining NATO as well..
That means forever increased tensions and chances of a nuclear war.
Therefore we MUST be the conflict-resolution-leaders to put a contingency plan to
resolve and mitigate conflicts fast and safely.
We provide channels for negotiations and unconditional peace talks.
We are mediators, facilitators, referees, judges, and assistants in all conflict resolutions,
especially ones that can escalate to human extinction levels.
We are against invasions of sovereign nations.
We are against the holding of sovereign countries into hostage situations due to loan
[IMF or World Bank] debt.
We are against dirty tricks of recruiting members or of triggering weapons sales/deals.
We are against fueling wars for country gains eg through weapons sales especially
where dialogue could have resolved the conflicts.
We are against holding of foreign-debt-burdened nations hostage.
We are against loan shark tactics of offering loans to countries in conflicts.
We are against all wars that kill innocent women and children.

We are against sanctions that kill women and children so as to bring governments to the
negotiating table.
We believe in countries fighting for freedom but must take civilian deaths into account
as well.
All acts must be in line with international laws.
Read our Constitution and all our guiding principles.
https://play.google.com/store/audiobooks/details/David_Gomadza_Tomorrow_s_World
_Order_Official_Stra?id=AQAAAED8NQB17M
https://play.google.com/store/audiobooks/details/David_Gomadza_Culling_The_Sad_Re
ality_of_The_IMF_a?id=AQAAAED8ZwUn6M
https://play.google.com/store/books/details/David_Gomadza_An_Order_by_The_Presid
ent_of_Tomorro?id=OtVtEAAAQBAJ
We aim to change the system from the defensive stage we are in where weapons are the
drivers of the economy to a stage of high technological development, networking, and
cooperation. A stage where technology is the driver of the economy.
The world has never needed a system change ever more than now.
The world needs us. All conflicts will need us.
Simply because the tensions and risks of a nuclear war are greatest right now. As NATO
expands and Russia remains defiant in invading Ukraine and threatening to retaliate to
any joining of NATO by close countries.
Who doesn't want peace? If not for you then think about your children and their children?
Just read about Hiroshima. Then you will take us seriously.
Do your best.
JOIN US.
READ OUR MATERIAL.
DONATE.
FUND-US.
A NEW WORLD ORDER.
The world can't do well without us.
signed
David Gomadza
President and Founder.
Tomorrow's World Order.
www.twocoming.com
tomorrowsworldorder@outlook.com
If You Can Fund Us.

We have the right to print our own fiat money as stipulated in our constitution. But we need seed funding to
start-us up and running with the potential to pay back this.
Donations, the offer of loans, etc are all welcome.
Our paypal:
tomorrowsworldorder@outlook.com
Digital asset wallet address: {any}
0x50Deb1Aa94034f4f696Ac11e37d881d4F2B9a10f

